Easy and effective access to large information collections is of great importance in many aspects of everyday life. Enormous quantities of information in different forms and of different types (text, images, audio, video, etc.) are being produced and archived every day. For this reason, significant attention has been given to studying and developing techniques that support effective and efficient retrieval of multimedia data. Audio/video can be considered today as a primary means of communication, due to its richness in information content and its appeal. This implies that the development of techniques supporting the retrieval of audio/video documents is of primary importance for the general public as well as for professional users and represents an important asset of everyday life.

The process of image and video description consists of extracting the global image characteristics, recognizing the image-objects, and assigning semantics to these objects [6]. The image data can be treated as physical image representation and its meaning - as a logical image representation. The logical representation includes methods for describing the image and image-objects characteristics and the relationships among the image objects. Several visual descriptors exist for representing the physical content of an image, such as the MPEG-7 standard [5]. Historically, semantic retrieval was frequently based on computer vision. To reduce the semantic gap, the low-level content-based media features are frequently being converted to high-level concepts or terms.

A technique for improving the similarity search process of images and video in a Multimedia Content Management System is analyzed. The content based retrieval process integrates the search on different multimedia components, which are linked in XML structures. Depending on the specific characteristics of an image data set, some features can be more effective than others when performing similarity searches [2]. Based on this observation we propose a technique that predicts the effectiveness of the MPEG-7 image features that depends on a statistical analysis of the specific data sets in the Multimedia Content Management System. This technique is validated through extensive experiments with human subjects.

We analyze several aspects of the fine art databases [4]. We showed that MPEG-7 descriptors can be used, but they give different results when applied to
different types of images. The use of the Color Structure descriptor only produces sufficiently efficient results in the query search. The new generation Semantic Web languages, such as RDF(S) and OWL will play a major role. The integration of semantic understanding of pictures with personalized delivery raises new questions. The query language for this type of system is not yet standardized. One of our investigations has been focused on analyzing the color distribution in art image paintings. Some of our conclusions follow.

- There is a great distribution of “warm” hues in the art pictures. In spite of expectations, the presence of “cold” hues in the group of pictures that were classified as landscapes was small. Only the Impressionism pictures show skewed distribution in this direction. The predominate presence of “warm” colors is due to painting of faces and bodies from one side and using the materials and varnish, which acquired yellowish from other side. Not without importance is the fact that “cold” hues as blue and green are non-durable under the influence of light;
- The difference in mean distribution of saturation among different movements is very small. We find a global trend of saturation distribution in the art image database;
- The analyses of mean distribution of luminance shows strengthen presence of dark colors in pictures from the 17-18 century (Baroque, Neoclassicism and 18th Century);
- The examination of the difference between distribution of luminance of landscapes, portraits, and subjects shows similarity of distribution for portraits and subjects and has significant difference between these two groups and landscapes in direction of higher presence of light colors.

Another big area for using multimedia retrieval is the field of medical systems. We discuss the problems which arise when working with medical images. As an illustration of a medical image processing tools, we discuss MR (Magnetic resonance) brain segmentation problem. Functional analysis of different medical systems is made. We emphasize on the fact that working with medical images is different from working with other kind of images. As an illustration two systems are presented [3]. The first system is MEDIMAGE, which is a multimedia database for Alzheimer’s disease patients. The system design is motivated by the major need to manage and access multimedia information on the analysis of the brain data. The database links MR images to patient data in a way that permits the user to view and query medical information using alphanumeric and feature-based predicates. The visualization part permits the user to view or annotate the query results in various ways. These results support the wide variety of data types and presentation methods required by neuroradiologists. The database gives us the possibility for data mining and defining interesting findings. The second system is the Epilepsy system, which includes image data from MRI and SPECT scans, and EEG analysis results, and is used for patients with epilepsy. We determine topographic selectivity and diagnostic utility of brain
atrophy in probable Alzheimer's disease (AD) and correlations with demographic factors such as age, sex, and education.

Another important application, which has many similarities with information retrieval, is the one where information is not stored in an archive but flows to the users continuously in a single stream (or several streams). This happens, for example, with information delivered by news agencies or with broadcast TV programs [7], or in a surveillance system. In such cases, an enormous quantity of information is received by the users, who, however, are only interested in a very limited part of it. The process of selecting only the significant information is called information filtering. In general, this process can be applied to describe a variety of processes involving the delivery of information to people who need it. The complexity of the filtering process is linear with the number of streams, the number of filters, and the number of features used to represent the video data. The entire process must be performed in real-time so that we can arrive at a situation where most of the processing power can be dedicated to filtering. We present a novel approach for efficient video stream filtering that is based on the use of the MPEG-7 descriptors and exploits the properties of metric spaces in order to reduce the computational load of the filtering receiver [1]. The retrieval process is based on a simple schema: users specify their request needs (e.g. a set of keywords or a sample image) that are translated into a system query. The items in the archive are compared with the user’s query in order to determine if they are relevant for the user’s request. To process this type of query, it is necessary to determine a set of properties of the objects stored in the archive (usually called features) and a similarity measure to compare queries and archive objects. Video features can be described by using the MPEG-7 standard. In case the similarity measure is metric, many possible approaches to create indexes can be adopted. These indexes allow improving the efficiency of the retrieval process by comparing the query only with a limited number of objects in the archive. Our approach goes toward a solution of this problem by proposing a novel approach to Audio/Video filtering that makes use of simple additional information sent together with the video. This allows avoiding the comparison of the filter with video features for many non-matching videos or video components that cannot pass the filter. The proposed approach requires that the measure of the similarity between the filter and the video representative is metric and it is based on the use of the well known technique of pivots.

The specific challenges in the field are highlighted. Conclusion remarks about the future of the multimedia retrieval are drowning.
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